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Theophania Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 440 pages. Dimensions:
9.0in. x 6.0in. x 1.0in.The Divine Comedy is composed of 14, 233 lines that are divided into three
canticas (Ital. pl. cantiche), Inferno (Hell), Purgatorio (Purgatory), and Paradiso (Paradise), each
consisting of 33 cantos (Ital. pl. canti). An initial canto serves as an introduction to the poem and is
generally considered to be part of the first cantica, bringing the total number of cantos to 100. The
number three is prominent in the work, represented here by the length of each cantica. The verse
scheme used, terza rima, is hendecasyllabic (lines of eleven syllables), with the lines composing
tercets according to the rhyme scheme aba, bcb, cdc, ded, . . . . The poem is written in the first
person, and tells of Dantes journey through the three realms of the dead, lasting from the night
before Good Friday to the Wednesday after Easter in the spring of 1300. The Roman poet Virgil
guides him through Hell and Purgatory; Beatrice, Dantes ideal woman, guides him through Heaven.
Beatrice was a Florentine woman whom he had met in childhood and admired from afar in the
mode of the then fashionable courtly...
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A fresh e-book with a brand new perspective. This is certainly for anyone who statte that there had not been a really worth reading. I am just happy to
explain how this is the very best publication i have go through in my individual lifestyle and may be he best pdf for ever.
-- Margarett Roob-- Margarett Roob

The very best publication i possibly study. This is certainly for anyone who statte there was not a worth looking at. I am just very happy to tell you that this
is basically the best pdf i actually have study inside my individual life and could be he very best pdf for possibly.
-- Darlene Blick-- Darlene Blick
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